Abstract. For natural numbers n > 2 and r > 1 all natural operators Tjx/n -* T*(J r (® 2 T*)) lifting vector fields from n-manifolds M into 1-forms on J r (® 2 T*)(M) are classified. It's proved that the set of all natural operators A : T\Mfn T*(J r (® 2 T*)) is a free (4r+3)-dimensional C°°(R r+1 ) module and we construct explicitly the basis of this module.
Introduction
The present paper is devoted to natural operators in the sense of [2] , Namely, we study the problem how a vector field X G X(M) induces a 1-form A{X) G iî 1 (J r (® 2 T*)(M)), where J r (® 2 
T*){M)
is the r-jet prolongation of the bundle of tensors of type (0,2) on M. This problem is a reflection on natural operators A : T\Mfn T*{J r (® 2 T*)).
The main result is that the set of all natural operators A : T\Mjn r*(J r (® 2 r*)) is a free (4r+3)-dimensional C°°(R r+1 ) module and we construct explicitly the basis of this module. The proof of the main result is a modification of a respective theorem in [5] .
Similar problems of natural operators were studied in many papers, e.g.
fxT j r^x ){<P*T), j r xT e (J r (® 2 T*)(M))x, x € M. The correspondence

J r {® 2 T*) :
Mfn VB is a vector natural bundle. is a system of operators
Definition of natural operator
B : X{M) C°°{J r (® 2 T*)(M))
for every n-manifold M satisfying : 
is a natural operator.
Classification of natural operators B :
Tj^/" J r (® 2 T*) The first main result of the paper is the following theorem there exists a unique smooth function h : R r+1 R such that
We say that a natural operator B :
is R-linear for every n-manifold M. From Theorem 1 we have 
Proof of Theorem 1
We start with the following lemma. The lemma is proved.
•
We continue the proof of Theorem 1.
Let B : T\Mfn J r (® 2 T*) be a natural operator.
Suppose h G C°°(R r+1 ) satisfies
Then in particular
Hence if h exists, it has to be unique. We will show that h : R r+1 -> R given by
meets the condition (1) for every X G X(M). By Lemma 1 it is enough to show that
for every y G (J r (® 2 T*)(R n ))0.
Using the invariance of B(di), ..., B^r\di) with respect to diffeomorphism at = (x 1 , tx 2 ,..., tx n ), t ^ 0, we can see that is a natural operator.
B(di)y = -B(di)j£(®2r*)(at)G/)
v G T u J r (® 2 T*)(M), U = j T x {r) G (J r (® 2 T*)(M)) x ,x G M where IT : J T {® 2 T*){M) -> M is projection of bundle J r (® 2 T*)(M).TJ r (® 2 T*){M) -»Ron J r (® 2 T*)(M) satisfying A <<P>> (X)(v) = ((L x )MT) x (T*(V),X X ), v G T U J R (® 2 T*)(M),u = f x (r) G (J R (® 2 T*)(M)) x , x G M where TT, L X ,
Classification of natural operators A : TjMfn T*J r (® 2 T*)
Let n, r be natural numbers. The set of all natural operators A : T\Myn T*J r (<g> 2 T*) forms a module over an algebra C°°(R R+1 ). Indeed for h e C°°(R R+1 ) and AUA2: TlMfn T\F{® 2 T*) it's enough to define
and
where BW(X),..., B^(X) are described in Section 3.
The second main result of the paper is the following theorem 
Proof of Theorem 2
The proof is a modification of respective proof in [5] . First we will show two lemmas. Define /p : R r+1 -> R, p = 0,... , r, by (3) . It remains to show (2) for every
Under the definition of fp we have (2) The proof of Lemma 5 is complete.
• 
